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About This Game

Trespass Introduction:
Escape from Trespass.

Memories do not always reflect actuality.
They can occasionally be distorted,

whether you intend it or not.

"My name is….
Samuel Rodriguez

Where am I? I don’t remember.
What is this place?

I need to escape. But why?
That’s not all I want.

Why can’t I remember so much?
Has something happened to me?

I have to remember.
But is that really what I want?

Yes. Jess…
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My wife.

I want to see her.

I have to find her."

Without knowing his whereabouts Samuel must seek a way out.
And along the way acquire the lost pieces of his memories to uncover the truth behind his forgotten past.

About this Game:
Trespass Episode 1 is an escape room adventure intended on testing your brain. Explore the environments to find objects and

clues that will help you escape.

Please notice:

Currently only supports HTC Vive

Allow plenty of room in a 360° space

Features:

VR Support – Oculus Rift will be supported with updates.

Steam platform support – Steam Cloud Save, Leaderboards, Big Picture Mode
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Title: TRESPASS - Episode 1
Genre: Adventure, Simulation
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VRotein
Publisher:
VRotein
Release Date: 4 Aug, 2016
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English,Simplified Chinese
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I was thinking or giving a positive opinion.
It is not perfect, but it has something in itself.
Nice environment and colors.
The girls look nice.
Good music.
I am waiting for some patches.. A game with so such potential that has barely moved in the last year. For the little time I've
played this game, at least half of it has been sat in the lobby trying to find a game.

For early access this is way too expensive and trust me, if you find more than 10 people in the lobby (let alone someone you can
play with), you're lucky!

What a waste!. Beautiful visual novel with an amazing story.
The soundtrack is marvellous & worth the money, buy it if you want to support the developers.. Nice little arcade game, dev is
very good about supporting and updating the game so far. Worth the price for some sheield throwing action.. Insincere cool
game in the style of horror, you Joseph Walker A.I. Researcher corp, you have to stop the epidemic.

+ Old-school graphics, for me personally, this is a plus, as it resembles the old and good games.
+ Damage dealt by the player are saved on the objects.
+ Not a bad story
+ Good soundtrack

- No change in screen resolution

In general, players do not play in the old-school games it may not like but all players with 90s definitely recommend 9/10.. tl:dr
DO NOT PUT ANY MONEY INTO THIS GAME AND JUST PLAY IT FOR FREE, FALSE ADVERTISING ON CARDS,
SIDE STEPPING STEAM TAXES BY LINKING TO A PERSONAL ARTIST ACCOUNT PATREON SUBSCRIPTION

DO NOT BUY DLC FOR THIS GAME
DO NOT BUY CARDS FOR THIS GAME UNTIL BOOSTERS ARE FREED FROM THIS HOSTAGE SITUATION

The Steam DLC doesn't count towards booster unlock.

In game only to unlock, no in game shop, only in game purchase option goes to a patreon and all discussions end with "just buy
off the market" or they'll even say, "gems", but once again, this is ignoring the very glaring problem of not being able to get the
booster unlock.

The discussion page even has a sticky post that says cards are coming...half a year ago with a n\/t = no text. Clearly, people have
booster capability and the devolper is ignoring questions on how others may also obtain it.

Not being able to unlock booster while others obviously have seals the deal, I know a racket when I see one, but just when you
thought broken and discontinued items on steam were bad enough, this is clearly misadvertised as having "trading cards" when
the low amount and high prices for the cards AND BOOSTERS clearly screams some of somebodies buddies were given the
feature so they can sell the cards while others weren't. At a ransom price for cards in general. ...30 cents for one reg card.

Is this a f2p that I can spend 40 dollars with my steam wallet or a hostage situation?

I'm going to look around for someone to make this right, but for all intents and purposes, DO NOT BUY DLC IF YOU'RE
LOOKING TO UNLOCK BOOSTER, SOMETHING IS TERRIBLY WRONG HERE AND IT STINKS.

What the actual F

Does Gabe know you're side stepping steam sales and are technically mislabeling your product?. One of the best games I've seen
since the Aveyond series. There are many "Pros" to this game and very few "Cons" in my opinion. I've played MANY of these
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RPG maker games. Most of them I wind up giving up halfway through. Either I lost interest in the storyline, characters or the
game in general. The biggest CON for me in some RPG maker games is that the mobs are invisible and you never know when
you're gonna be attacked. Random frequent accounters will make me stop playing some games in 10 minutes (or less). I'm
happy to say that is not the case with THIS game. You can see your mobs and easily decide whether to fight them or not. So if
you are just trying to do a specific quest and get in and get out then you can avoid them. However I recommend fighting all the
mobs in this game b\/c there really are NOT that many and the fighting is pretty evened out. Meaning that you are not extremely
overpowered and kill them in one hit and likewise the mobs are not so overpowered (as long as you keep killing them and not
avoiding them) that they kill you very easily either.
  I like the storyling. I'm about 8 hours into the game. Now, I like to take my time and do all of the side quests before moving on
to the next area. The mobs, once you kill them, do not repawn. So once you kill all the mobs in a specific area, you are free to
roam the area at will. The quests are unique and the story line is intriguing. The menu and fighting style is pretty standard of
RPG maker games. There are save points literally EVERYWHERE so at any given point you are only seconds away from a save
point which I like. I like the Atlas style map and it is comes in very handy when I'm not sure which island is on what seas. I
check the Atlas very often.
  Now the only CON I really found is that not one of the people have a healing skill. You have to reply on strictly potions for all
healing. You do find a ton of potions but it's not nearly enough so you will have to buy a lot of them. The equipment is not
outragiously priced or frequent so you will have plenty of money left over for the potions. It's harder in the lower levels to have
enough money though. The people are all pretty much the same. The characters are the only unique facial features. The looks of
all of the shop keepers and town residents are pretty much recycled from town to town. Overall I like this game very much and
if you are a fan of the rpg maker games then I think you will enjoy it too.. An alright shot em up game it is more luck than skill
though. Had to slow down the game to get the cheevos.
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I Love the Game, i Spend a lot of Hours in and i Think it will accumulate more, this is not my Problem.

I am incredibly disappointed from the Map Editor, not beacause you have to pay for it. I have not a Problem with a Map Editor
who is easy to handle and spend a littel money for it.

My Problem is that i can not Create Planets which I would like to create, because you have no access to the Surface to Change
the Combi of the buildable area. You cant also change the advantages areas, Like Military +3 or who is Sitting the Helios Ore.

And in the Editing of the Planets there are no description of the different bonuses they could have, this is so corrosive,
confusing and unnecessary.

I am so massive angry, that i advise against the Map Editor DLC. The Description that i can Create my Own Universe is a joke.

The Content of the Planets is still random, and for that i dont need this Map Pack, im so .......... The beginning of the gorgeous
graphics card killing trilogy.. Disappointing cliff-hanger ending, but otherwise satisfactory.. What a lovely little addon, with
some interesting options added. I'm not a huge fan of the autocoach, but it works exactly as advertised and makes for an
interesting change. Most of us probably came for the steamer, and as such, it's not a dissapointment. It features all the regular
(advanced) aspects you find in most Victory Works addons, and includes a plethora of additional content for a nice and
remarkable set of locomotives.. Pilot Crusader is a steam videogame featuring unwittingly short forcibly gameplay
with a bold 3 unlockable outer space pilots that is both crusading and miserable
to dodge the red lazer bulletin bullets that have an ancient tool to make you upset
tremendously!

Its really short i beat this game in 19 minutes and its like a dollar and its still not worth
your precious valuable time that uncovers the source of evil in your recovering soul!

I give this game a rough bad rating 6.0\/10 its not recommended
love the burrito master!!!. bunch of kiss\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665reviews here. this game is not good enough to me to
recommend. buggy teleport system, and the game is slow enough paced to have a more normal movement system. weapon
handling system is wonky they never seem to stay in your hand. combat is borderline awful as weapons ghost quite a bit and a
weapon connection with ai send them back 10 feet out of your range. i will redo my review if this gets fixed.. Have been spotted
and followed? Checking that would require to look behind me, so instead I turn off the PC and take a walk.
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